
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
learning architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for learning architect

Internal audit/external agency inspection point of contact for regulated
systems within the LMS service
Ensure system status changes
Lead small and medium size projects ensuring resources, activities, and other
services are scheduled and coordinated
Develop Business case for enhancements/upgrades
Review and assess business and technical aspects of GMP change records,
and understand all documents that require review and revision for software
changes
Review and approve system qualification test scripts to ensure all aspects of
software changes are sufficiently tested and clearly documented so that the
IS Architect can effectively explain and defend the testing before any auditor
or agency inspector
Work with the hardware team to ensure efficient implementation of this
architecture, to build a competitive product with attractive PPA
Work with the Vision team to contribute towards product documentation,
code examples, white papers, benchmark data and such other collateral
Interact with marketing, sales and support teams to help sell and support the
product as necessary
Provide direction and advanced technology expertise and support to partner
faculty, staff, and project teams from initiation to completion for a variety of
educational technology initiatives, to include, but not limited to, production
Information Technology platforms for massive scale online digital learning
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Qualifications for learning architect

Ability to successfully work in a virtual team environment and use appropriate
virtual
Strong programming skills in C++ and Python
Time series data analysis is a plus
A solid combination of technology depth and keen sense of business acumen
Demonstrated track record of driving innovations from idea to products,
while bringing to life killer features to delight customers and users
Experience in design, build, deploy Machine Learning applications to solve
real-world problems


